HALP MAKERSPACE COMMUNITY
RESOLUTION & AGREEMENT

WHEREAS: it is in the interest of HALP to promote coöperation amongst residents in the spirit of community; and

WHEREAS: it is in the interest of HALP to promote independent, self-sustaining practices; and

WHEREAS: space constraints within residences often prohibit/obstruct desirable woodworking and related projects;

RESOLVED: the HALP structure known as the truck barn shall be available for use as a workspace (HALP Makerspace) to members of the HALP Makerspace Community under the following agreement:

I, ________________________(print name), agree to pay a $25 subscription fee to the HALP Makerspace Community before using the Makerspace, payable any time during the year, and requiring renewed payment on each January 1st, or thereafter, regardless of the time of my previous payment. I understand this fee is charged solely to cover the electrical costs incurred by HALP as a result of my and other resident’s use of the Makerspace facility, and that I use said facility voluntarily and at my own risk.

I agree to help keep the HALP Makerspace clean and tidy, to restore HALP Makerspace and all tools to their found condition or location after use, and generally be a good and cheerful member of the HALP Makerspace Community.

As a member of the HALP Makerspace Community I agree to release and hold HALP harmless from any loss or injury to property loaned or donated to the HALP Makerspace and from any loss or injury to me from use of the HALP Makerspace facility or the tools or equipment therein.

Signature:_______________________________ Unit #:__________ Date: ___________